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Goals for Today
TAKEAWAYS

• Uses
• Comparisons
• Process and Relevance
• Your Questions
WHAT ARE THESE TESTS FOR?

😊 Versatility is one of your outstanding traits. 😊

DISCOVER ::: COLLABORATE ::: SUCCEED
“Do students see the value of citing sources during research? Can students understand how authority differs between types of information sources? Do students see the value in an iterative search strategy?”

--TATIL Board Survey

Stephanie Rosenblatt
Librarian
Cerritos Community College
"How much do students retain from their instructional encounters?, At what point are students capable of critically assessing the information they encounter?"

--TATIL Board Survey

Liz Kavanaugh
Assessment Librarian
Misericordia University
"I'm looking for an instrument I can use to do cross major comparison, within and outside institution." -- TATIL Board Survey
“While many library directors identify information literacy and instruction as a core part of their libraries’ missions, [...] faculty members are much less likely to think of this as an important role for the library.”
--Ithaka S+R US Library Survey 2013
"I want a tool that helps us know are we meeting our institutional learning outcome goals for IL? How does student IL differ at the lower and upper division level?"

-- TATIL Board Survey
Our Value
VALUE

• Flexible
• Research-based
• Created by librarians & other educators
SAILS AND TATIL
Outcomes
Scores
Comparisons

SAILS & TATIL
Cohort
Individual Scores
Build Your Own Test
Accessibility

- WCAG 2.0
- Sec. 508 of U.S. Rehabilitation Act
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TATIL Modules
Evaluating Process & Authority
Strategic Searching
Research & Scholarship
Value of Information
TATIL Dispositions
Productive persistence
Mindful self reflection
Responsibility to community
Toleration for ambiguity
Threshold Achievement Test for Information Literacy

Your Results

Today you completed the Evaluating Process & Authority test. Your results indicate that you probably pay close attention to the sources of your information to ensure that they are relevant to your discipline. You also look for clues in your sources that indicate what process the authors used to create their information (like which sources they cited and what research methods they used). You recognize that using trustworthy and authoritative sources strengthens your own work and you value the authority that high-quality sources give you.

Personal recommendations for strengthening your ability to evaluate information:

Now that you are skilled at selecting authoritative sources, start to take a critical stance toward traditional methods of conferring authority through academic degrees and peer review. Remember that many perspectives are left out of this version of authority and take care to also seek out additional perspectives when you have the opportunity to do your own research.

When responding to questions about how responsible you feel to the academic community, students at your level display a strong appreciation for what it takes to establish your own authority when you are presenting and analyzing sources for an academic audience. When dealing with the ambiguity that is part of deciding which sources to use, you show flexibility because you apply what you learn about sources from your professor or librarian in order to see beyond your own traditional ideas about which sources to trust and how sources are created. With regard to how reflective you are about selecting sources, you also have an inclination to be convinced by the sources that your professor or librarian tells you have authority.

Personal recommendations for strengthening your dispositions:

- Imagine you are being relied upon to sustain the credibility of your field through careful attention to community standards and strict methods in your research and analysis. Talk to your professors about what it means to bear the weight of that responsibility as someone advancing knowledge in their academic disciplines.

- When selecting sources during your research, look for disagreements that suggest interesting uncertainty rather than focusing on areas of agreement that have already been settled.

- Practice recognizing when you are using your professor’s or librarian’s guidance instead of making your own informed judgments. If you find yourself only considering sources that have traditional academic authority, challenge yourself to find additional sources that are by or about people with different types of expertise that comes from experiences outside of academic research.
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What’s on the horizon for TATIL?
GET INVOLVED
Sign up for the newsletter

Join us on Twitter and Facebook @CarrickEnt
www.facebook.com/carrickenterprises

Follow the blog
October Update: TATIL’s Versatility

We’ve finished usability testing of the Module 4: The Value of Information items with a diverse group of undergraduates at a variety of institutions. Soon we’ll have a version of the module ready for field testing. At that point, all four of the modules will be available for you to try out with your students.

We’re also preparing for our lunch-time presentation at the ARL Library Assessment Conference on Tuesday, November 1. So I’ve been thinking a lot about how TATIL can be used to support many different kinds of assessment needs. Because of
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What is the element of author expertise that is most critical or directly applicable to creating the following sources? Drag the text box on the right to the corresponding source in the left column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCES</th>
<th>AUTHOR EXPERTISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liu, G.K. (2007). Effects of human nutrition on brain evolution. <em>Journal of Evolutionary Biology</em>, 26(2), 312-328.</td>
<td>This authority creates knowledge in a discipline from years of focused research on the same subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This authority uncovers and synthesizes facts into an accurate, unbiased story.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
John has to write a long essay for his Sociology class where the research question must draw from the themes of the course and also reflect John’s personal experiences and interests.

How should John handle this challenge?

Please judge the usefulness of each of the proposed strategies. Use your best judgment; there is more than one correct answer for this scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>not useful at all</th>
<th>barely useful</th>
<th>somewhat useful</th>
<th>very useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He starts by visiting the pages and apps he reads regularly. He plans to use these as his sources since they are his personal experience.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He uses his twitter feed to find out what topics people are debating. Then he can search the library databases for articles on the topics that catch his attention.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He posts a question to his student group's Facebook page to see what they think is the biggest issue facing students. He will worry about the academic research later.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He starts by searching for scholarly articles about his interests because he knows his professor expects only authoritative information. If he cannot find articles about his topic, he will switch to another interest.</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>